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Angular correlations between charged trigger and associated particles are measured by the ALICE detector
in p–Pb collisions at a nucleon–nucleon centre-of-mass energy of 5.02 TeV for transverse momentum
ranges within 0.5 < pT,assoc < pT,trig < 4 GeV/c. The correlations are measured over two units of
pseudorapidity and full azimuthal angle in different intervals of event multiplicity, and expressed as
associated yield per trigger particle. Two long-range ridge-like structures, one on the near side and
one on the away side, are observed when the per-trigger yield obtained in low-multiplicity events is
subtracted from the one in high-multiplicity events. The excess on the near-side is qualitatively similar
to that recently reported by the CMS Collaboration, while the excess on the away-side is reported for
the ﬁrst time. The two-ridge structure projected onto azimuthal angle is quantiﬁed with the second and
third Fourier coeﬃcients as well as by near-side and away-side yields and widths. The yields on the near
side and on the away side are equal within the uncertainties for all studied event multiplicity and pT
bins, and the widths show no signiﬁcant evolution with event multiplicity or pT. These ﬁndings suggest
that the near-side ridge is accompanied by an essentially identical away-side ridge.
© 2013 CERN. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Two-particle correlations are a powerful tool to explore the
mechanism of particle production in collisions of hadrons and nu-
clei at high energy. Such studies involve measuring the distribu-
tions of relative angles ϕ and η between pairs of particles: a
“trigger” particle in a certain transverse momentum pT,trig interval
and an “associated” particle in a pT,assoc interval, where ϕ and
η are the differences in azimuthal angle ϕ and pseudorapidity η
between the two particles.
In proton–proton (pp) collisions, the correlation at (ϕ ≈ 0,
η ≈ 0) for pT,trig > 2 GeV/c is dominated by the “near-side” jet
peak, where trigger and associated particles originate from a frag-
menting parton, and at ϕ ≈ π by the recoil or “away-side” jet [1].
The away-side structure is elongated along η due to the longitu-
dinal momentum distribution of partons in the colliding protons.
In nucleus–nucleus collisions, the jet-related correlations are mod-
iﬁed and additional structures emerge, which persist over a long
range in η on the near side and on the away side [2–14]. The
shape of these distributions when decomposed into a Fourier se-
ries deﬁned by vn coeﬃcients [15] is found to be dominated by
contributions from terms with n = 2 and n = 3 [6,7,9–14]. The
vn coeﬃcients are sensitive to the geometry of the initial state
of the colliding nuclei [16,17] and can be related to the transport
properties of the strongly-interacting de-conﬁned matter via hy-
drodynamic models [18–20].
Recently, measurements in pp collisions at a centre-of-mass
energy
√
s = 7 TeV [21] and in proton–lead (p–Pb) collisions at
a nucleon–nucleon centre-of-mass energy
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [22]
have revealed long-range (2 < |η| < 4) near-side (ϕ ≈ 0) cor-
relations in events with signiﬁcantly higher-than-average particle
multiplicity. Various mechanisms have been proposed to explain
the origin of these ridge-like correlations in high-multiplicity pp
and p–Pb events. These mechanisms include colour connections
forming along the longitudinal direction [23–26], jet-medium [27]
and multi-parton induced [28,29] interactions, and collective ef-
fects arising in the high-density system possibly formed in these
collisions [30–35].
Results from two-particle correlations in
√
sNN = 0.2 TeV d–Au
collisions [36,37] show a strong suppression of the away-side yield
at forward rapidity in central collisions. This modiﬁcation has been
interpreted in the framework of “Colour Glass Condensate” mod-
els [38] as a saturation effect caused by nonlinear gluon inter-
actions in the high-density regime at small longitudinal parton
momentum fraction x. Similar effects may arise at midrapidity in
p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV, where the parton distributions
are probed down to x< 10−3, which is comparable to the relevant
range of x at forward rapidity (y ∼ 3) at √sNN = 0.2 TeV.
This Letter presents results extracted from two-particle cor-
relation measurements in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV,
recorded with the ALICE detector [39] at the Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC). The correlations are measured over two units of
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pseudorapidity and full azimuthal angle as a function of charged-
particle multiplicity, and expressed as associated yield per trigger
particle. Sections 2 and 3 describe the experimental setup, and
the event and track selection, respectively. Details on the deﬁni-
tion of the correlation and the per-trigger-particle associated yield
are given in Section 4. The results of the analysis are discussed in
Section 5 and a summary is given in Section 6.
2. Experimental setup
Collisions of proton and lead beams were provided by the LHC
during a short pilot run performed in September 2012. The beam
energies were 4 TeV for the proton beam and 1.58 TeV per nucleon
for the lead beam, resulting in collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The
nucleon–nucleon centre-of-mass system moved with respect to the
ALICE laboratory system with a rapidity of −0.465, i.e., in the di-
rection of the proton beam. The pseudorapidity in the laboratory
system is denoted with η throughout this Letter. Results from pp
collisions at
√
s = 2.76 and 7 TeV are shown in comparison to the
p–Pb results.
A detailed description of the ALICE detector can be found in
Ref. [39]. The main subsystems used in the present analysis are
the Inner Tracking System (ITS) and the Time Projection Cham-
ber (TPC), which are operated inside a solenoidal magnetic ﬁeld of
0.5 T. The ITS consists of six layers of silicon detectors: from the
innermost to the outermost, two layers of Silicon Pixel Detector
(SPD) with an acceptance of |η| < 1.4, two layers of Silicon Drift
Detector (SDD) with |η| < 0.9 and two layers of Silicon Strip De-
tector with |η| < 0.97. The TPC provides an acceptance of |η| < 0.9
for tracks which reach the outer radius of the TPC and up to
|η| < 1.5 for tracks with reduced track length. The VZERO detector,
two arrays of 32 scintillator tiles each, covering the full azimuth
within 2.8 < η < 5.1 (VZERO-A) and −3.7 < η < −1.7 (VZERO-C),
was used for triggering, event selection and event characterization,
namely the deﬁnition of event classes corresponding to different
particle-multiplicity ranges. In p–Pb collisions, the trigger required
a signal in either VZERO-A or VZERO-C. In addition, two neutron
Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDCs) located at +112.5 m (ZNA) and
−112.5 m (ZNC) from the interaction point are used in the event
selection. The energy deposited in the ZNA, which for the beam
setup of the pilot run originates from neutrons of the Pb nucleus,
served as an alternative approach in deﬁning the event-multiplicity
classes. In pp collisions, the trigger required a signal in either SPD,
VZERO-A or VZERO-C [40].
3. Event and track selection
The present analysis of the p–Pb data is based on the event se-
lection described in Ref. [41]. The events are selected by requiring
a signal in both VZERO-A and VZERO-C. From the data collected,
1.7 × 106 events pass the event selection criteria and are used for
this analysis. For the analysis of the pp collisions, the event selec-
tion described in Ref. [40] has been used, yielding 31 × 106 and
85× 106 events at √s = 2.76 and 7 TeV, respectively.
The primary-vertex position is determined with tracks recon-
structed in the ITS and TPC as described in Ref. [42]. The vertex
reconstruction algorithm is fully eﬃcient for events with at least
one reconstructed primary track within |η| < 1.4 [43]. An event is
accepted if the coordinate of the reconstructed vertex along the
beam direction (zvtx) is within ±10 cm from the detector centre.
The analysis uses tracks reconstructed in the ITS and TPC with
0.5 < pT < 4 GeV/c and in a ﬁducial region |η| < 1.2. As a ﬁrst
step in the track selection, cuts on the number of space points
and the quality of the track ﬁt in the TPC are applied. Tracks
are further required to have a distance of closest approach to the
Table 1
Deﬁnition of the event classes as fractions of the analyzed event sample and their
corresponding 〈dNch/dη〉 within |η| < 0.5 and the mean numbers of charged parti-
cles within |η| < 1.2 and pT > 0.5 GeV/c. The given uncertainties are systematic as
the statistical uncertainties are negligible.
Event
class
V0M range
(a.u.)
〈dNch/dη〉||η|<0.5
pT > 0 GeV/c
〈Ntrk〉||η|<1.2
pT > 0.5 GeV/c
60–100% <138 6.6± 0.2 6.4± 0.2
40–60% 138–216 16.2± 0.4 16.9± 0.6
20–40% 216–318 23.7± 0.5 26.1± 0.9
0–20% >318 34.9± 0.5 42.5± 1.5
reconstructed vertex smaller than 2.4 cm and 3.2 cm in the trans-
verse and the longitudinal direction, respectively. In order to avoid
an azimuthally-dependent tracking eﬃciency due to inactive SPD
modules, two classes of tracks are combined [44]. The ﬁrst class
consists of tracks, which have at least one hit in the SPD. The
tracks from the second class do not have any SPD associated hit,
but the position of the reconstructed primary vertex is used in the
ﬁt of the tracks. In the study of systematic uncertainties an alter-
native track selection [45] is used, where a tighter pT-dependent
cut on the distance of closest approach to the reconstructed ver-
tex is applied. Further, the selection for the tracks in the second
class is changed to tracks, which have a hit in the ﬁrst layer of the
SDD. This modiﬁed selection has a less uniform azimuthal accep-
tance, but includes a smaller number of secondary particles from
interactions in the detector material or weak decays.
The eﬃciency and purity of the primary charged-particle se-
lection are estimated from a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation using
the DPMJET event generator [46] (for p–Pb) and the PYTHIA 6.4
event generator [47] with the tune Perugia-0 [48] (for pp) with
particle transport through the detector using GEANT3 [49]. In p–Pb
collisions, the combined eﬃciency and acceptance for the track re-
construction in |η| < 0.9 is about 82% at pT = 0.5–1 GeV/c, and
decreases to about 79% at pT = 4 GeV/c. It reduces to about 50% at
|η| ≈ 1.2 and is independent of the event multiplicity. The remain-
ing contamination from secondary particles due to interactions in
the detector material or weak decays decreases from about 2% to
1% in the pT range from 0.5 to 4 GeV/c. The contribution from
fake tracks is negligible. These fractions are similar in the analysis
of pp collisions.
In order to study the multiplicity dependence of the two-
particle correlations the selected event sample is divided into
four event classes. These classes are deﬁned fractions of the
analyzed event sample, based on cuts on the total charge de-
posited in the VZERO detector (V0M), and denoted “60–100%”,
“40–60%”, “20–40%”, “0–20%” from the lowest to the highest mul-
tiplicity in the following. Table 1 shows the event-class deﬁnitions
and the corresponding mean charged-particle multiplicity densi-
ties (〈dNch/dη〉) within |η| < 0.5. These are obtained using the
method presented in Ref. [41], and are corrected for acceptance
and tracking eﬃciency as well as contamination by secondary
particles. Also shown are the mean numbers of primary charged
particles with pT > 0.5 GeV/c within the pseudorapidity range
|η| < 1.2. These are measured by applying the track selection de-
scribed above and are corrected for the detector acceptance, track-
reconstruction eﬃciency and contamination.
4. Analysis
For a given event class, the two-particle correlation between
pairs of trigger and associated charged particles is measured as
a function of the azimuthal difference ϕ (deﬁned within −π/2
and 3π/2) and pseudorapidity difference η. The correlation is
expressed in terms of the associated yield per trigger particle for
ALICE Collaboration / Physics Letters B 719 (2013) 29–41 31Fig. 1. The associated yield per trigger particle in ϕ and η for pairs of charged particles with 2 < pT,trig < 4 GeV/c and 1 < pT,assoc < 2 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV for the 60–100% (left) and 0–20% (right) event classes.different intervals of trigger and associated transverse momentum,
pT,trig and pT,assoc, respectively, and pT,assoc < pT,trig. The associ-
ated yield per trigger particle is deﬁned as
1
Ntrig
d2Nassoc
dη dϕ
= S(η,ϕ)
B(η,ϕ)
(1)
where Ntrig is the total number of trigger particles in the event
class and pT,trig interval. The signal distribution S(η,ϕ) =
1/Ntrig d2Nsame/dη dϕ is the associated yield per trigger par-
ticle for particle pairs from the same event. In a given event class
and pT interval, the sum over the events is performed separately
for Ntrig and d2Nsame/dη dϕ before their ratio is computed.
Note, that this deﬁnition is different from the one used in Ref. [22],
where S(η,ϕ) is calculated per event and then averaged. The
method used in this Letter does not induce an inherent multi-
plicity dependence in the pair yields, which is important for the
subtraction method discussed in the next section. The background
distribution B(η,ϕ) = α d2Nmixed/dη dϕ corrects for pair
acceptance and pair eﬃciency. It is constructed by correlating the
trigger particles in one event with the associated particles from
other events in the same event class and within the same 2 cm
wide zvtx interval (each event is mixed with 5–20 events). The
factor α is chosen to normalize the background distribution such
that it is unity for pairs where both particles go into approximately
the same direction (i.e. ϕ ≈ 0,η ≈ 0). To account for different
pair acceptance and pair eﬃciency as a function of zvtx, the yield
deﬁned by Eq. (1) is constructed for each zvtx interval. The ﬁnal
per-trigger yield is obtained by calculating the weighted average
of the zvtx intervals.
When constructing the signal and background distributions, the
trigger and associated particles are required to be separated by
|ϕ∗min| > 0.02 and |η| > 0.02, where ϕ∗min is the minimal az-
imuthal distance at the same radius between the two tracks within
the active detector volume after accounting for the bending due
to the magnetic ﬁeld. This procedure is applied to avoid a bias
due to the reduced eﬃciency for pairs with small opening angles
and leads to an increase in the associated near-side peak yield of
0.4–0.8% depending on pT. Furthermore, particle pairs are removed
which are likely to stem from a γ -conversion, or a K 0s or Λ decay,
by a cut on the invariant mass of the pair (the electron, pion, or
pion/proton mass is assumed, respectively). The effect on the near-
side peak yields is less than 2%.
In the signal as well as in the background distribution, each
trigger and each associated particle is weighted with a correc-
tion factor that accounts for detector acceptance, reconstruction
eﬃciency and contamination by secondary particles. These correc-
tions are applied as a function of η, pT and zvtx. Applying the
correction factors extracted from DPMJET simulations to events
simulated with HIJING [50] leads to associated peak yields that
agree within 4% with the MC truth. This difference between the
two-dimensional corrected per-trigger yield and input per-trigger
yield is used in the estimate of the systematic uncertainties. Un-
certainties due to track-quality cuts are evaluated by comparing
the results of two different track selections, see Section 3. The as-
sociated yields are found to be insensitive to these track selections
within 5%. Further systematic uncertainties related to speciﬁc ob-
servables are mentioned below.
5. Results
The associated yield per trigger particle in ϕ and η is shown
in Fig. 1 for pairs of charged particles with 2 < pT,trig < 4 GeV/c
and 1 < pT,assoc < 2 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV
in the 60–100% (left) and 0–20% (right) event classes. In the
60–100% class, the visible features are the correlation peak near
(ϕ ≈ 0,η ≈ 0) for pairs of particles originating from the same
jet, and the elongated structure at ϕ ≈ π for pairs of particles
back-to-back in azimuth. These are similar to those observed in
pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76 and 7 TeV. The same features are visi-
ble in the 0–20% class. However, both the yields on the near side
(|ϕ| < π/2) and the away side (π/2 < ϕ < 3π/2) are higher.1
This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the projections on ϕ averaged
over |η| < 1.8 are compared for different event classes and also
compared to pp collisions at 2.76 and 7 TeV. In order to facili-
tate the comparison, the yield at ϕ = 1.3 has been subtracted for
each distribution. It is seen that the per-trigger yields in ϕ on
the near side and on the away side are similar for low-multiplicity
1 These deﬁnitions of near-side (|ϕ| < π/2) and away-side (π/2< ϕ < 3π/2)
are used throughout the Letter.
32 ALICE Collaboration / Physics Letters B 719 (2013) 29–41Fig. 2. Associated yield per trigger particle as a function of ϕ averaged over |η| <
1.8 for pairs of charged particles with 2 < pT,trig < 4 GeV/c and 1 < pT,assoc <
2 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV for different event classes, and in pp
collisions at 2.76 and 7 TeV. The yield between the peaks (determined at ϕ ≈ 1.3)
has been subtracted in each case. Only statistical uncertainties are shown; system-
atic uncertainties are less than 0.01 (absolute) per bin.
p–Pb collisions and for pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV, and increase
with increasing multiplicity in p–Pb collisions.
To quantify the change from low to high multiplicity event
classes, we subtract the per-trigger yield of the lowest (60–100%)
from that of the higher multiplicity classes. The resulting distri-
bution in ϕ and η for the 0–20% event class is shown in
Fig. 3 (left). A distinct excess structure in the correlation is ob-
served, which forms two ridges, one on the near side and one on
the away side. The ridge on the near side is qualitatively similar
to the one recently reported by the CMS Collaboration [22]. Note,
however that a quantitative comparison would not be meaning-
ful due to the different deﬁnition of the per-trigger yield and the
different detector acceptance and event-class deﬁnition.
On the near side, there is a peak around (ϕ ≈ 0, η ≈ 0)
indicating a small change of the near-side jet yield as a function
of multiplicity. The integral of this peak above the ridge within
|η| < 0.5 corresponds to about 5–25% of the unsubtracted near-
side peak yield, depending on pT. In order to avoid a bias on the
associated yields due to the multiplicity selection and to prevent
that this remaining peak contributes to the ridge yields calculated
below, the region |η| < 0.8 on the near side is excluded when
performing projections onto ϕ . The effect of this incompleteFig. 3. Left: Associated yield per trigger particle in ϕ and η for pairs of charged particles with 2 < pT,trig < 4 GeV/c and 1 < pT,assoc < 2 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV for the 0–20% multiplicity class, after subtraction of the associated yield obtained in the 60–100% event class. Top right: the associated per-trigger yield
after subtraction (as shown on the left) projected onto η averaged over |ϕ| < π/3 (black circles), |ϕ − π | < π/3 (red squares), and the remaining area (blue triangles,
ϕ < −π/3, π/3 < ϕ < 2π/3 and ϕ > 4π/3). Bottom right: as above but projected onto ϕ averaged over 0.8 < |η| < 1.8 on the near side and |η| < 1.8 on the
away side. Superimposed are ﬁts containing a cos(2ϕ) shape alone (black dashed line) and a combination of cos(2ϕ) and cos(3ϕ) shapes (red solid line). The blue
horizontal line shows the baseline obtained from the latter ﬁt which is used for the yield calculation. Also shown for comparison is the subtracted associated yield when the
same procedure is applied on HIJING shifted to the same baseline. The ﬁgure shows only statistical uncertainties. Systematic uncertainties are mostly correlated and affect
the baseline. Uncorrelated uncertainties are less than 1%. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
Letter.)
ALICE Collaboration / Physics Letters B 719 (2013) 29–41 33Fig. 4. Left: v2 (black closed symbols) and v3 (red open symbols) for different multiplicity classes and overlapping pT,assoc and pT,trig intervals. Right: Near-side (black closed
symbols) and away-side (red open symbols) ridge yields per unit of η for different pT,trig and pT,assoc bins as a function of the multiplicity class. The error bars show
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. In both panels the points are slightly displaced horizontally for visibility. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)subtraction on the extracted observables, which if jet-related might
also be present on the away side, is discussed further below.
The top right panel in Fig. 3 shows the projection of Fig. 3 (left)
onto η averaged over different ϕ intervals. The near-side and
away-side distributions are ﬂat apart from the discussed small
peak around η = 0. The bottom right panel shows the projec-
tion to ϕ , where a modulation is observed. For comparison, the
subtracted associated yield for HIJING simulated events shifted to
the baseline of the data is also shown, where no signiﬁcant mod-
ulation remains. To quantify the near-side and away-side excess
structures, the following functional form
1/Ntrig dNassoc/dϕ = a0 + 2a2 cos(2ϕ) + 2a3 cos(3ϕ) (2)
is ﬁt to the data in multiplicity and pT intervals. The ﬁts have
a χ2/ndf of less than 1.5 with and less than 1.8 without the
a3 cos(3ϕ) term in the different pT and multiplicity intervals, in-
dicating that the data are well described by the ﬁts. An example
for the ﬁt with and without the a3 cos(3ϕ) term is shown in the
bottom right panel of Fig. 3. The ﬁt parameters a2 and a3 are a
measure of the absolute modulation in the subtracted per-trigger
yield and characterize a modulation relative to the baseline b in
the higher multiplicity class assuming that such a modulation is
not present in the 60–100% event class. This assumption has been
checked by subtracting the yields obtained in
√
s = 2.76 and 7 TeV
pp collisions from the yields obtained for the 60–100% p–Pb event
class and verifying that in both cases no signiﬁcant signal remains.
Therefore, the Fourier coeﬃcients vn of the corresponding single-
particle distribution, commonly used in the analysis of particle
correlations in nucleus–nucleus collisions [15], can be obtained in
bins where the pT,trig and pT,assoc intervals are identical using
vn =
√
an/b. (3)
The baseline b is evaluated in the higher-multiplicity class in the
region |ϕ − π/2| < 0.2, corrected for the fact that it is obtained
in the minimum of Eq. (2). A potential bias due to the above-
mentioned incomplete near-side peak subtraction on v2 and v3
is evaluated in the following way: (a) the size of the near-side ex-
clusion region is changed from |η| < 0.8 to |η| < 1.2; (b) the
residual near-side peak above the ridge is also subtracted from the
away side by mirroring it at ϕ = π/2 accounting for the general
pT-dependent difference of near-side and away-side jet yields due
to the kinematic constraints and the detector acceptance, which
is evaluated using the lowest multiplicity class; and c) the lower
multiplicity class is scaled before the subtraction such that no
residual near-side peak above the ridge remains. The resulting dif-
ferences in v2 (up to 15%) and v3 coeﬃcients (up to 40%) when
applying these approaches have been added to the systematic un-
certainties.
The coeﬃcients v2 and v3 are shown in the left panel of Fig. 4
for different event classes. The coeﬃcient v2 increases with in-
creasing pT, and shows only a small dependence on multiplic-
ity. In the 0–20% event class, v2 increases from 0.06 ± 0.01 for
0.5 < pT < 1 GeV/c to 0.12 ± 0.02 for 2 < pT < 4 GeV/c, while v3
is about 0.03 and shows, within large errors, an increasing trend
with pT. Ref. [34] gives predictions for two-particle correlations
arising from collective ﬂow in p–Pb collisions at the LHC in the
framework of a hydrodynamical model. The values for v2 and v3
coeﬃcients, as well as the pT and the multiplicity dependences,
are in qualitative agreement with the presented results.
To extract information on the yields and widths of the excess
distributions in Fig. 3 (bottom right), a constant baseline assuming
zero yield at the minimum of the ﬁt function (Eq. (2)) is sub-
tracted. The remaining yield is integrated on the near side and on
the away side. Alternatively, a baseline evaluated from the mini-
mum of a parabolic function ﬁtted within |ϕ −π/2| < 1 is used;
the difference on the extracted yields is added to the systematic
uncertainties. The uncertainty imposed by the residual near-side
jet peak on the yield is evaluated in the same way as for the vn
coeﬃcients. The near-side and away-side ridge yields are shown in
the right panel of Fig. 4 for different event classes and for differ-
ent combinations of pT,trig and pT,assoc intervals. The near-side and
away-side yields range from 0 to 0.08 per unit of η depending
on multiplicity class and pT interval. It is remarkable that the near-
side and away-side yields always agree within uncertainties for a
given sample despite the fact that the absolute values change sub-
stantially with event class and pT interval. Such a tight correlation
between the yields is non-trivial and suggests a common underly-
ing physical origin for the near-side and the away-side ridges.
From the baseline-subtracted per-trigger yields the square root
of the variance, σ , within |ϕ| < π/2 and π/2 < ϕ < 3π/2 for
the near-side and away-side region, respectively, is calculated. The
extracted widths on the near side and the away side agree with
each other within 20% and vary between 0.5 and 0.7. There is no
signiﬁcant pT dependence, which suggests that the observed ridge
is not of jet origin.
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Fig. 5. Associated yield per trigger particle as a function of ϕ averaged over
|η| < 1.8 for pairs of charged particles with 2 < pT,trig < 4 GeV/c and 1 <
pT,assoc < 2 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV for different event classes,
compared to pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76 and 7 TeV. For the event classes 0–20%,
20–40% and 40–60% the long-range contribution on the near-side 1.2 < |η| < 1.8
and |ϕ| < π/2 has been subtracted from both the near side and the away side
as described in the text. Subsequently, the yield between the peaks (determined
at ϕ ≈ 1.3) has been subtracted in each case. Only statistical uncertainties are
shown; systematic uncertainties are less than 0.01 (absolute) per bin.
The analysis has been repeated using the forward ZNA detec-
tor instead of the VZERO for the deﬁnition of the event classes.
Unlike in nucleus–nucleus collisions, the correlation between for-
ward energy measured in the ZNA and particle density at cen-
tral rapidities is very weak in proton–nucleus collisions. Therefore,
event classes deﬁned as ﬁxed fractions of the signal distribution
in the ZNA select different events, with different mean particle
multiplicity at midrapidity, than the samples selected with the
same fractions in the VZERO detector. While the event classes
selected with the ZNA span a much smaller range in central
multiplicity density, they also minimize any autocorrelation be-
tween multiplicity selections and, for example, jet activity. With
the ZNA selection, we ﬁnd qualitatively consistent results com-
pared to the VZERO selection. In particular, an excess in the dif-
ference between low-multiplicity and high-multiplicity ZNA se-
lected events is observed to be symmetric on the near side and
away side. Also, the vn coeﬃcients and σ widths are similar
within uncertainties. However, both the ridge yields and mean
charged-particle multiplicity density at midrapidity are different
between the VZERO and ZNA event classes. Nevertheless, within
the uncertainties, both follow a common trend as a function of
〈dNch/dη〉||η|<0.5.
So far it has been seen that the assumption of an unmodi-
ﬁed jet shape in different multiplicity classes in p–Pb collisions
resulted in the emergence of almost identical ridge-like excess
structures on the near side and away side, most pronounced in
high-multiplicity events. An alternative approach is to start with
the assumption that there are identical ridge structures on the
near side and away side, and to study whether this assumption
leaves any room for multiplicity dependent modiﬁcations of the
jet shape, in particular on the away side. To this end, a sym-
metric ridge structure is subtracted on the near side and away
side from the ϕ projection of the associated yield per trigger
averaged over |η| < 1.8. The near-side ridge structure is deter-
mined in the same event class within 1.2 < |η| < 1.8, while the
ridge on the away side is constructed by mirroring this near-side
structure at ϕ = π/2. The ridge-subtracted results in the inter-
val 2< pT,trig < 4 GeV/c and 1< pT,assoc < 2 GeV/c for the 0–20%,
20–40% and 40–60% event classes are shown in Fig. 5 compared
to the unsubtracted 60–100% event class and to pp collisions. The
remaining yields in all event classes are in agreement with each
other and with pp collisions, indicating that the observed correla-
tions are indeed consistent with a symmetric ridge and with no
further signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of the jet structure at midrapidity
in high-multiplicity p–Pb collisions at the LHC, in contrast to what
was seen at forward rapidity in
√
sNN = 0.2 TeV d–Au collisions at
RHIC [36].
6. Summary
Results from angular correlations between charged trigger and
associated particles in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV are
presented for various transverse momentum ranges within 0.5 <
pT,assoc < pT,trig < 4 GeV/c. Associated yields per trigger particle
are measured over two units of pseudorapidity and full azimuthal
angle in different multiplicity classes. The yields projected onto
ϕ increase with event multiplicity and rise to values higher than
those observed in pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76 and 7 TeV. The differ-
ence between the yields per trigger particle in high-multiplicity
and low-multiplicity events exhibits two nearly identical, long-
range (up to |η| ∼ 2) ridge-like excess structures on the near-side
(ϕ ≈ 0) and away-side (ϕ ≈ π ) as quantiﬁed by their yields
and widths. The excess on the near side at high event multiplic-
ity is qualitatively similar to that recently reported by the CMS
Collaboration in 2 < |η| < 4 [22]. The excess on the away side
with respect to the usual away-side structure due to back-to-back
jets and momentum conservation is reported here for the ﬁrst
time, and conﬁrmed by a similar study from the ATLAS Collabo-
ration [51] that appeared after publication of this Letter. The event
multiplicity and pT dependences of the near-side and away-side
ridge yields are in good agreement, and their widths show no sig-
niﬁcant dependence on multiplicity or pT. The observation of a
nearly identical near-side and away-side ridge-like structure is con-
sistent with Colour Glass Condensate model calculations [25]. At
the same time, the extracted v2 and v3 coeﬃcients are in qual-
itative agreement with a hydrodynamical model calculation [35].
Further theoretical investigation is needed for a detailed under-
standing of the origin of these long-range correlation structures.
After subtracting the near-side ridge from the near side and away
side symmetrically, the correlation shape in ϕ becomes indepen-
dent of multiplicity and similar to those of pp collisions at 7 TeV.
There is no evidence in the present data for further signiﬁcant
structures in two-particle correlations at midrapidity in p–Pb col-
lisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV.
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Massimo Masera v, Alberto Masoni cx, Laure Marie Massacrier dd, Annalisa Mastroserio ae,
Adam Tomasz Matyja dg,dd, Christoph Mayer dg, Joel Mazer do, Alessandra Maria Mazzoni cw,
Franco Meddi y, Arturo Alejandro Menchaca-Rocha bh, Jae Mercado Perez cj, Michal Meres aj,
Yasuo Miake dq, Leonardo Milano v, Jovan Milosevic u,ii, Andre Mischke aw, Aditya Nath Mishra ci,as,
Dariusz Miskowiec cn, Ciprian Mihai Mitu bb, Sanshiro Mizuno dq, Jocelyn Mlynarz dv,
Bedangadas Mohanty ds,bx, Levente Molnar dw,ag,bi, Luis Manuel Montano Zetina k, Marco Monteno cy,
Esther Montes j, Taebong Moon dz, Maurizio Morando ab, Denise Aparecida Moreira De Godoy dj,
Sandra Moretto ab, Astrid Morreale ap, Andreas Morsch ag, Valeria Muccifora bp, Eugen Mudnic df,
Sanjib Muhuri ds, Maitreyee Mukherjee ds, Hans Muller ag, Marcelo Munhoz dj, Sean Murray cg,
Luciano Musa ag, Jan Musinsky ay, Alfredo Musso cy, Basanta Kumar Nandi ar, Rosario Nania cu,
Eugenio Nappi da, Christine Nattrass do, Tapan Kumar Nayak ds, Sergey Nazarenko cp,
Alexander Nedosekin ax, Maria Nicassio ae,cn, Mihai Niculescu bb,ag, Bae Svane Nielsen by,
Takafumi Niida dq, Sergey Nikolaev cq, Vedran Nikolic co, Sergey Nikulin cq, Vladimir Nikulin cc,
Bjorn Steven Nilsen cd, Mads Stormo Nilsson u, Francesco Noferini cu,l, Petr Nomokonov bj,
Gerardus Nooren aw, Norbert Novitzky ap, Alexandre Nyanin cq, Anitha Nyatha ar, Casper Nygaard by,
Joakim Ingemar Nystrand r, Alexander Ochirov dt, Helmut Oskar Oeschler be,ag, Saehanseul Oh dx,
Sun Kun Oh an, Janusz Oleniacz du, Antonio Carlos Oliveira Da Silva dj, Chiara Oppedisano cy,
Antonio Ortiz Velasquez af,bg, Anders Nils Erik Oskarsson af, Piotr Krystian Ostrowski du,
Jacek Tomasz Otwinowski cn, Ken Oyama cj, Kyoichiro Ozawa dp, Yvonne Chiara Pachmayer cj,
Milos Pachr ak, Fatima Padilla v, Paola Pagano ac, Guy Paic bg, Florian Painke am, Carlos Pajares p,
Susanta Kumar Pal ds, Arvinder Singh Palaha cs, Armando Palmeri db, Vardanush Papikyan a,
Giuseppe Pappalardo db, Woo Jin Park cn, Annika Passfeld bf, Blahoslav Pastircak ay,
Dmitri Ivanovich Patalakha au, Vincenzo Paticchio da, Biswarup Paul cr, Alexei Pavlinov dv,
Tomasz Jan Pawlak du, Thomas Peitzmann aw, Hugo Denis Antonio Pereira Da Costa n,
Elienos Pereira De Oliveira Filho dj, Dmitri Peresunko cq, Carlos Eugenio Perez Lara bz, Diego Perini ag,
Davide Perrino ae, Wiktor Stanislaw Peryt du, Alessandro Pesci cu, Vladimir Peskov ag,bg, Yury Pestov e,
Vojtech Petracek ak, Michal Petran ak, Mariana Petris bw, Plamen Rumenov Petrov cs, Mihai Petrovici bw,
Catia Petta z, Stefano Piano cz, Miroslav Pikna aj, Philippe Pillot dd, Ombretta Pinazza ag,
Lawrence Pinsky dm, Nora Pitz bd, Danthasinghe Piyarathna dm, Mirko Planinic co,
Mateusz Andrzej Ploskon br, Jan Marian Pluta du, Timur Pocheptsov bj, Sona Pochybova dw,
Pedro Luis Manuel Podesta Lerma di, Martin Poghosyan ag, Karel Polak ba, Boris Polichtchouk au,
Amalia Pop bw, Sarah Porteboeuf-Houssais bn, Vladimir Pospisil ak, Baba Potukuchi ch,
Sidharth Kumar Prasad dv, Roberto Preghenella cu,l, Francesco Prino cy, Claude Andre Pruneau dv,
Igor Pshenichnov av, Giovanna Pudduw, Valery Punin cp, Marian Putis al, Jorn Henning Putschke dv,
Emanuele Quercigh ag, Henrik Qvigstad u, Alexandre Rachevski cz, Alphonse Rademakers ag,
Tomi Samuli Raiha ap, Jan Rak ap, Andry Malala Rakotozaﬁndrabe n, Luciano Ramello ad,
Abdiel Ramirez Reyes k, Rashmi Raniwala ci, Sudhir Raniwala ci, Sami Sakari Rasanen ap,
Bogdan Theodor Rascanu bd, Deepika Rathee ce, Kenneth Francis Read do, Jean-Sebastien Real bo,
Krzysztof Redlich bu,bv, Rosi Jan Reed dx, Attiq Ur Rehman r, Patrick Reichelt bd, Martijn Reicher aw,
Rainer Arno Ernst Renfordt bd, Anna Rita Reolon bp, Andrey Reshetin av, Felix Vincenz Rettig am,
Jean-Pierre Revol ag, Klaus Johannes Reygers cj, Lodovico Riccati cy, Renato Angelo Ricci bq, Tuva Richert af,
Matthias Rudolph Richter u, Petra Riedler ag, Werner Riegler ag, Francesco Riggi z,db,
Mario Rodriguez Cahuantzi b, Alis Rodriguez Manso bz, Ketil Roed r,u, David Rohr am, Dieter Rohrich r,
Rosa Romita cn,dc, Federico Ronchetti bp, Philippe Rosnet bn, Stefan Rossegger ag, Andrea Rossi ag,ab,
Christelle Sophie Roy bi, Pradip Kumar Roy cr, Antonio Juan Rubio Montero j, Rinaldo Rui x,
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Riccardo Russo v, Evgeny Ryabinkin cq, Andrzej Rybicki dg, Sergey Sadovsky au, Karel Safarik ag,
Raghunath Sahoo as, Pradip Kumar Sahu az, Jogender Saini ds, Hiroaki Sakaguchi aq, Shingo Sakai br,
Dosatsu Sakata dq, Carlos Albert Salgado p, Jai Salzwedel s, Sanjeev Singh Sambyal ch,
Vladimir Samsonov cc, Xitzel Sanchez Castro bi, Ladislav Sandor ay, Andres Sandoval bh, Masato Sano dq,
Gianluca Santagati z, Romualdo Santoro ag,l, Juho Jaako Sarkamo ap, Eugenio Scapparone cu,
Fernando Scarlassara ab, Rolf Paul Scharenberg cl, Claudiu Cornel Schiaua bw, Rainer Martin Schicker cj,
Christian Joachim Schmidt cn, Hans Rudolf Schmidt dr, Simone Schuchmann bd, Jurgen Schukraft ag,
Tim Schuster dx, Yves Roland Schutz ag,dd, Kilian Eberhard Schwarz cn, Kai Oliver Schweda cn,
Gilda Scioli aa, Enrico Scomparin cy, Patrick Aaron Scott cs, Rebecca Scott do, Gianfranco Segato ab,
Ilya Selyuzhenkov cn, Serhiy Senyukov bi, Jeewon Seo cm, Sergio Serci w, Eulogio Serradilla j,bh,
Adrian Sevcenco bb, Alexandre Shabetai dd, Galina Shabratova bj, Ruben Shahoyan ag, Natasha Sharma ce,do,
Satish Sharma ch, Rohini Sharma ch, Kenta Shigaki aq, Katherin Shtejer i, Yury Sibiriak cq, Eva Sicking bf,
Sabyasachi Siddhanta cx, Teodor Siemiarczuk bu, David Olle Rickard Silvermyr cb, Catherine Silvestre bo,
Goran Simatovic bg,co, Giuseppe Simonetti ag, Rama Narayana Singaraju ds, Ranbir Singh ch,
Subhash Singha ds,bx, Vikas Singhal ds, Bikash Sinha ds, Tinku Sinha cr, Branislav Sitar aj, Mario Sitta ad,
Bernhard Skaali u, Kyrre Skjerdal r, Radek Smakal ak, Nikolai Smirnov dx, Raimond Snellings aw,
Carsten Sogaard by,af, Ron Ariel Soltz bs, Hyungsuk Son t, Jihye Song cm, Myunggeun Song dz, Csaba Soos ag,
Francesca Soramel ab, Iwona Sputowska dg, Martha Spyropoulou-Stassinaki cf, Brijesh Kumar Srivastava cl,
Johanna Stachel cj, Ionel Stan bb, Grzegorz Stefanek bu, Matthew Steinpreis s, Evert Anders Stenlund af,
Gideon Francois Steyn cg, Johannes Hendrik Stiller cj, Diego Stocco dd, Mikhail Stolpovskiy au,
Peter Strmen aj, Alexandre Alarcon do Passo Suaide dj, Martin Alfonso Subieta Vasquez v, Toru Sugitate aq,
Christophe Pierre Suire at, Rishat Sultanov ax, Michal Sumbera ca, Tatjana Susa co, Timothy Symons br,
Alejandro Szanto de Toledo dj, Imrich Szarka aj, Adam Szczepankiewicz dg,ag, Artur Krzysztof Szostak r,
Maciej Szymanski du, Jun Takahashi dk, Daniel Jesus Tapia Takaki at, Attilio Tarantola Peloni bd,
Alfonso Tarazona Martinez ag, Arturo Tauro ag, Guillermo Tejeda Munoz b, Adriana Telesca ag,
Cristina Terrevoli ae, Jochen Mathias Thader cn, Deepa Thomas aw, Raphael Noel Tieulent dl,
Anthony Timmins dm, David Tlusty ak, Alberica Toia am,ab,cv, Hisayuki Torii dp, Luca Toscano cy,
Victor Trubnikov c, David Christopher Truesdale s, Wladyslaw Henryk Trzaska ap, Tomoya Tsuji dp,
Alexandr Tumkin cp, Rosario Turrisi cv, Trine Spedstad Tveter u, Jason Glyndwr Ulery bd, Kjetil Ullaland r,
Jochen Ulrich bk,bc, Antonio Uras dl, Jozef Urban al, Guido Marie Urciuoli cw, Gianluca Usai w,
Michal Vajzer ak,ca, Martin Vala bj,ay, Lizardo Valencia Palomo at, Sara Vallero cj, Pierre Vande Vyvre ag,
Marco van Leeuwen aw, Luigi Vannucci bq, Aurora Diozcora Vargas b, Raghava Varma ar, Maria Vasileiou cf,
Andrey Vasiliev cq, Vladimir Vechernin dt, Misha Veldhoen aw, Massimo Venaruzzo x, Ermanno Vercellin v,
Sergio Vergara b, Renaud Vernet h, Marta Verweij aw, Linda Vickovic df, Giuseppe Viesti ab,
Jussi Viinikainen ap, Zabulon Vilakazi cg, Orlando Villalobos Baillie cs, Yury Vinogradov cp,
Alexander Vinogradov cq, Leonid Vinogradov dt, Tiziano Virgili ac, Yogendra Viyogi ds,
Alexander Vodopianov bj, Sergey Voloshin dv, Kirill Voloshin ax, Giacomo Volpe ag,
Barthelemy von Haller ag, Ivan Vorobyev dt, Danilo Vranic cn, Janka Vrlakova al, Bogdan Vulpescu bn,
Alexey Vyushin cp, Boris Wagner r, Vladimir Wagner ak, Renzhuo Wan g, Yaping Wang g, Yifei Wang cj,
Mengliang Wang g, Dong Wang g, Kengo Watanabe dq, Michael Weber dm, Johannes Wessels ag,bf,
Uwe Westerhoff bf, Jens Wiechula dr, Jon Wikne u, Martin Rudolf Wilde bf, Grzegorz Andrzej Wilk bu,
Alexander Wilk bf, Crispin Williams cu, Bernd Stefan Windelband cj, Leonidas Xaplanteris Karampatsos dh,
Chris G. Yaldo dv, Yorito Yamaguchi dp, Hongyan Yang n,aw, Shiming Yang r, Stanislav Yasnopolsky cq,
JunGyu Yi cm, Zhongbao Yin g, In-Kwon Yoo cm, Jongik Yoon dz, Weilin Yu bd, Xianbao Yuan g,
Igor Yushmanov cq, Valentina Zaccolo by, Cenek Zach ak, Chiara Zampolli cu, Sergey Zaporozhets bj,
Andrey Zarochentsev dt, Petr Zavada ba, Nikolai Zaviyalov cp, Hanna Paulina Zbroszczyk du,
Pierre Zelnicek bc, Sorin Ion Zgura bb, Mikhail Zhalov cc, Haitao Zhang g, Xiaoming Zhang br,bn,g,
Fengchu Zhou g, You Zhou aw, Daicui Zhou g, Hongsheng Zhu g, Jianhui Zhu g, Jianlin Zhu g,
Xiangrong Zhu g, Antonino Zichichi aa,l, Alice Zimmermann cj, Gennady Zinovjev c,
Yannick Denis Zoccarato dl, Mykhaylo Zynovyev c, Maksym Zyzak bd
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